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The objective of this research report is to present data obtained 
from plant, chemical, physical, and mineralogical analyses of seven soil 
profiles (pedons) occurring in a typical toposequence of grassland soils 
containing slickspots. A representative toposequence from which samples 
were collected occurs in NW ;4 of Section 17, T 25N., R 5E., 30 miles 
west of Pawhuska, Oklahoma, Osage County. The soils selected for this 
study are representative of many farms and ranches throughout Okla-
homa, Kansas, and Texas. 
From the seven profiles, samples were obtained from 79 pedogenic 
soil horizons and underlying strata of geological materials. Characteriza. 
tion procedures were carried out using a slipped block design in order 
to remove day-to-day variations in the laboratory. Vegetative counts were 
made at the seven sampling sites. A mechanical analysis procedure was 
developed for more accurate particle-size measurements. Diagnostic hori-
zons of mollie, argillic, and natric occurred with some variations in thick-
ness throughout the toposequence. 
Soil reaction and exchangeable sodium percentages showed the most 
variation from the normal soils (Ustolls). Salinity, alkalinity, and sodicity 
classes were established based upon quantitative values which have 
proven crop effects. According to this classification, profiles 1, 2, 4, and 
7 belong to the alkaline-strongly sodic soils which support short grasses. 
Profiles 3, 5, and 6 are molliSbls which support tall and mid-grasses. 
Additional index words: Selected pedons, Sodic soils, Ustolls, Method 
for Mechanical Analysis, Range Vegetation analysis. 
Introduction and Review of Literature 
Kellogg (1959) states that soil scientists need to know what character-
istics are important, what degrees of difference in each are significant, 
how they react to one another, and, finally, what combination of charac-
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teristics are significantly unlike other combinations. Arnold (1965) states 
that soils have certain morphological features and associated properties 
which can be expressed qualitatively and in most instances quantitatively. 
Simonson (1959) views horizon differentiation to be due to the pro-
cesses of addition, removal, transfer, and transformation. These proceed 
in Aridisols as well as in Alfisols and Mollisols with a difference only in 
the intensity of the processes, strongly affected by the soil-forming factors. 
Formation of calcium. carbonates from the combination of C02 and Ca++ 
is one of the important features in the genesis of Mollisols. 
For example, there is a small loss of soluble salts and a small gain 
of organic matter in Aridisols, there is a significant amount of gain in 
organic matter and recycling of bases in Mollisols. Jn a process of intense 
leaching, calcium carbonate leaches out. If leaching is not pronounced 
this compound accumulates in the profile, in the form of powder or con-
cretion and may form a calcic horizon. Quantitative measurement of 
"calcium carbonate equivalent" is thus the indirect determination of a 
soil moisture regime. 
Smith (1963) states that the soils in a given taxon will have many 
common properties and that from those we should select the ones which 
serve our purposes best. Those characteristics which are related to the 
genesis of the soil, and which can be used to construct the framework of 
their genesis and taxonomy were examined. The amount, type and dis-
tribution of soluble salts, exchangeable bases, and pH, together with the 
other chemical and physical properties of the soil, are considered the 
most important measurements. 
According to Northcote and Skene (1972) the term "salt affected" 
soil in its broadest sense may be taken to include (I) soils in which the 
growth of plants is subnormal or where only halophytic species persist, 
(2) soil profiles with particular morphologies, or (3) soils merely contain-
ing greater amounts of soluble salts than are found in "normal" soils. The 
criteria used by these Australian Scientists for soil salinity, sodicity and 
alkalinity were dictated to some extent by past analytical practices. 
Several limits have been suggested for distinguishing salt affected 
soils from normal soils. The United States Salinity Laboratory (1954) used 
terms which closely agree with the Russian classification of salt affected 
soils. The term "non-saline alkali" or "sodic" is applied to soils for which 
the ESP is greater than 15 and the conductivity of the saturation extract 
is less than 4 mmohsfcm at 25°C. The pH reading usually ranges be-
tween 8.5 and 10. These sodic soils frequently occur in different types 
of climatic regions in irregular sized and shaped spots referred to as 
"slickspots" which are numerous in Oklahoma, both in cultivation and 
rangelands. Data is needed so as to better classify these soils, predict 
their behavior, and reclaim for use in our society. 
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Procedures Applied 
Timon (1962) developed a statistical design called "slipped block 
design" which was utilized for the analyses. The basic model for this 
design is the same as for a general two-way classification without interac-
tion. The use of this design should remove the effect of time-to-time 
laboratory variations and lower the variance of a treatment mean. 
The selection of a study site was based on the analysis of landforms 
from aerial photos of Osage County, Oklahoma. Recognizable light tone 
sports were examined in the field and found to correspond to slickspots, 
areas dominated by blue grama grasses within a predominantly little 
bluestem area. Soil pedons were sampled from seven deep pits dug with 
a back hoe using plant associations as indicators. The soils were described 
in detail and laboratory investigations which included chemical, physical, 
and mineralogical analysis were made on the sampled and representative 
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Figure 1. A cross section of the toposequence located in NWY4 of Sec-
tion 17, T 25N, 5E, Osage County, Oklahoma. 
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Vegetation 
The vegetative cover of each sampling site was studied using the 
point method of pasture analysis as explained by Levy (1933). Dr. Wilfred 
McMurphy of Oklahoma State University conducted the measurements 
using a ten point frame. 
Morphology 
In describing the pedons, the nomenclature of horizon designation 
was the same as that in the Soil Survey Manual (1951) with amendments 
from Soil Classification, A Comprehensive System 7th Approximation 
(1961). 
Statistical desigo 
Seven arbitrary soil samples were added to the 79 research samples, 
and the total was then randomly numbered from 01 through 86. A slipped 
block design with 86 treatments, I 7 basic blocks and two replicates was 
constructed with the following model (Table I): 
yljk = p. +PI+ f3J + Tk + Eijk 
I- I, 2 
J = I, 2 .... , 17 
k = I, 2, .... , 86 
All the laboratory analyses of the samples were carried out using this 
design. A multiple regression method was used to adjust the treatments 
effects according to the block effects, assuming that lp1 lf3J = lTk = 0. 
The SAS Program (I972) available in the computer center at Oklahoma 
State University was used to process the statistical analysis. In order to 
obtain an adjusted treatment mean, a constant equal to the unadjusted 
overall mean was added to each treatment effect. A FORTRAN Program 
was used to compute the adjusted values of physical and chemical prop-
erties. 
Mechanical analyses 
Natural peds were used for particle size analysis. Some of the sub-
surface horizons and parent materials of silty shales contained carbonates 
as a cementing agent. Two procedures earlier developed by the Soil Sur-
vey Staff (1967) and Kittrick and Hope (1963) were combined by the 
author to obtain complete dispersion of the soils. The procedure used 
is explained in detail in the following pages. 
A. Materials 
I. Cellulose tubes, 5Y2 inches wide 
2. Buckets, 8-10 liters 
3. Paper clips, and rubber bands 
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4. Plastic or glass tubes, ~ inch in diameter, 5 inches long. 
5. Plastic thread 
6. Centrifuge tubes 250-ml 
B. Chemicals 
1. Sodium acetate .5 to 1.0 N solution, pH adjusted to 5 using 
acetic acid. (Use technical grade NaAc). 
2. Hydrogen peroxide 35 percent 
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C. Removing carbonates 
I. Cut an 8-in. piece of the cellulose tube (514 in); make a Y2 in. 
fold. Fold three times on one end, use paper clips to seal it. The 
tube is now a 60!" x 50!" dialysis membrane sack. 
2. Weigh 40 grams of the air dried soil (natural peds or disturbed 
soil, depending on the purpose of experiment). 
3. Add 200 ml of N aAc (B.l.) solution and install a plastic or glass 
tube in the mouth of the sack. Use a rubber band to shut the 
mouth of the sack. Move the tube outward so that the end of 
the plastic or glass tube is not in the soil solution in the sack. 
Use the plastic thread to suspend the sack in a bucket containing 
5 liters of the B. I. solution with the plastic tube above the solu-
tion. 
4. Leave it for one week. The C02 bubbles from the reaction of the 
carbonates and acid pH solution will fill the sacks, knead the 
membranes to release bubbles of C02. Keep the contents in the 
bucket until no more bubbles form. For soils of Oklahoma two 
weeks should be enough. 
5. Siphon the solution into another container, from the bucket, and 
fill the bucket with city water. Keep the samples in this solution 
for one week. 
6. Siphon off the water, fill the bucket with fresh city water and 
keep it for 24 hours. 
7. Remove the water, and transfer the soil solutions from the sacks 
into 250 ml centrifuge tubes. Centrifuge at 6000 R.P.M. for 10 
minutes, discard the clear solution. Break down the soil in the 
tube, using 25 ml of distilled water, and mechanical vibrator, 
stirring rod, or a malt mixer with a rubber tip. 
R. For best results add 25 ml of 0.5 N. NaAc, to the Centrifuge 
tubes, place in a water bath, and raise the temperature to 75° -
80°C. Use glass stirring rods and mix the samples continuously 
for 30 minutes. 
9. Cool the bottles, and cenrtifuge at 6000 R.P.M. for 10 minutes. 
Discard the clear solution, add 25 ml of distilled water, and 
break down the soil again. The sample is now ready for step D. 
D. Removing organic matter 
I. Place the centrifuge tubes in a water bath and add 2 ml of 35 
percent H 20 2 • While stirring the samples rise the temperatures 
to 75 - 80°C. Maintain this temperature, continue stirring the 
samples, and gradually add 2 ml portions of H 20 2• When OM is 
removed the color of the soil tends to be light. For a soil with a 
2.5% OM, 10-12 ml of H 20 2 is usually sufficient for removal. 
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2. Cool the bottles, centrifuge, and discard the clear solution. 
3. Add 50 ml of distilled water, break down the soil in the bottom 
of the tubes, shake 5 minutes and then centrifuge again. If the 
solution is clear it means the sample is not dispersed, repeat step 
D-3 until the soil goes into dispersion. 
E. Complimentary mechanical dispersion of soil 
I. Wash the soil suspension in a I 0-mesh sieve, (do not use more 
than 300 ml of water), and collect the material retained by sieve, 
in a 30 ml beaker, and the material which passed through the 
sieve in a 100 ml beaker. 
2. Use a ~onic vibrator, with the large needle, set the dial on 80, 
and vibrate the sample in the 400 ml beaker for 5 minutes. For 
best results turn the beaker around the needle continuously to 
complete the break down of coagulums. 
3. Transfer into a 1000 ml hydrometer jar, place in a constant tem-
perature room of water bath, and use either pipette or hydro-
meter for analysis. 
F. Pipette method of analysis 
I. Apply the pipette method of analysis as outlined by Day (1965). 
Use a 25 ml sampling pipette in the constant temperature room. 
The settling time for 20, 5, and 2-micron particles are 1.68, 75.00, 
and 169.00 minutes respectively at 21 °C. The same author ex-
plains all the details for the pipette method of analysis. 
2. Pipette 25 ml of the suspension from exactly 10 em below the 
existing surface o£ the solution. Transfer the pipetted material 
into 100 ml beakers which usually have been weighed to a tenth 
of a milligram with an analytical balance. Wash the pipette with 
25 ml of distilled water in the same beaker. Place the beakers in 
an oven at 100°C for 24 hours. Cool them in a desicator, and 
weigh the beakers and contents to a tenth of a milligram. The 
same procedure should be followed after each of the three chosen 
time intervals. 
3. Pass the soil suspension through sieves no. 18, 35, GO, 140, and 
270, and wash thoroughly with distilled water using a rubber 
hose. Dry the retained material and weigh. Save the suspension 
which contains silt and clay for clay mineralogy if desired. 
G. Calculation 
S = original weight of soil 
g = weight of material retained on sieve No. 10 
om = percent organic matter content of the soil 
t.ss = percent total soluble solids content of the soil 
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cc = percent calcium carbonate content of the soil 





(S-g) (om + tss + cc) 
IOO 
vcs = dry weight of the particles retained on sieve No. 18 
cs = dry weight of the particles retained on sieve No. 35 
ms = dry weight of the particles retained on sieve No. 60 
fs = dry weight of the particles retained on sieve No. 140 
vfs = dry weight of the particles retained on sieve No. 270 
msi = dry weight of the particles from the first pipetting 
fsi = dry weight of the particles from the second pipetting 
c = dry weight of the particles from the third pipetting 
g . (IOO) 
Particles coarser than 2 mm <;;, GRA = -----










<;~ VCS = vcs . CF 
<;~ CS = cs . CF 
% !\IS = ms . CF 
% FS = fs. CF 
s 
%Sand= %VCS + %CS + %MS + 
%FS + %VFS 
IOOO 
% clay = C . CF . 
25 
IOOO 
<;;, FSI = (fsi - c) . CF . 
25 
IOOO 
<;;, :\lSI = (msi- f~i) . CF . --
25 
~;, CSI = 100.0- (%Sand+% Clay+ 
% MSI +% FSI) 
% Silt = % CSI + % MSI + % FSI 
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Chemical analyses 
Unless other sources are named, the constituents of the exchange 
complex and the soluble components of the soils were measured applying 
the procedures introduced by the United States Salinity Laboratory (1954) 
and used by the Soil Characterization Laboratory at Oklahoma State Uni-
versity. Extractable bases were measured in a NH4-acetate ~oil extract. 
The amount of total soluble salts, soluble cations and anions were de-
termined in a water soil extract. Total soluble solids, resistivity of the 
soil water extract and conductivity were also measured. These laboratory 
procedures are fully described in Bakhtar ( 1973). 
Extractable AI+++ was determined as explained by l\lcLean (1965) 
in Agronomy l\Ionograph No.9. Extractable acidity was measured using 
the method described by Soil Survey Staff(19fi7). Soil reaction was deter-
mined in a I: I mixture of soil and water and a I: I mixture of soil and 
1.0 N KCI. A perchloric acid-digestion method was used to measure total 
phosphorus. Soil Survey Staff (1967) presents full details on this pro-
cedure. Determination of organic matter was accomplished as explained 
by United States Salinity Laboratory Staff ( 1954 ). An acetic acid dissolu-
tion method was used to measure calcium carbonate equivalent as intro-
duced by Gedroits (1963). 
Mineralogical analyses 
Sand fractions were separated and clay particles were separated from 
the silt size material. The fine clay ( <0.21-') and coarse clay (0.2 to 2.01-') 
particles were subsequently separated by means of a Sharples super 
centrifuge. After flocculation and washing of excess salts the clay suspen-
sions were dispersed and mounted on ceramic slides. A General Electrix 
X-ray (VRD-6) diffractometer was used to obtain 20 angles for the day 
minerals. The 20 angles were then converted into a diffraction spacing 
and clay minerals were identified qualitatively. 
Results 
Vegetation 
The results of the point method of vegetation analysis are presented 
in Table 2. Little bluestem is the predominant grass in the area of all of 
the pedons except pedons 1 and 7, where buffalo and blue grama grasses 
predominate. A direct relationship does not exist between the density or 
type of vegetation population and sodium content. The total vegetation 
population is larger in slickspots than in the surrounding normal soils. 
Slickspots give a light tone to aerial photos clue to the abundance of short 
grasses, not because of the total population of vegetative cover. The pre-
dominance of tall grasses within an area such as the study site does not 
necessarily indicate the absence of sodium in the profile. 
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Table 2. Analysis of vegetation covering the research area. 
-----
~arne P('don 1 Pt:>don 2 Peden 3 Peden 4 Peden S Peden 6 Peden 7 
Count /400 % r:ountj400 
'· 
Count;400 % lount /400 
' 
Count /400 % Count f400 % Count/400 
J:San· ground 272 68 288 72 29> 73.7 310 77.) 297 74.2 302 7>.5 300 7>.0 
1. Andropogon scoparius little Blut.•stem 4Y 43.7 61 >8.0 50 55_, >6 >4. 3 64 6>. 3 7 7.0 
2. Andropogon gerard i big blul:'Stcom 12 10.7 20 19.0 7 7.7 14 13. > 13 13.2 3 3.0 
3. Surgha-;t rum nutdns irul.iangra::.s 1 .8 4 3.8 12 13.3 13 12.6 7 7.1 1 1.0 
4. Pdnicum virgat•td• s¥~itchgrc1::.s 1 .8 3 3.3 2 1.9 3 3.0 
(;) TOTAL m.CRMSERS 0 63 >6. 3 81 80.9 72 80.0 8> 82.' 87 88.7 11 11.0 
... ,_ Bouteloua curt ipendula l::>idcoat!:> grclllld 
' 
4.7 1 1.1 1 .9 2 2.0 a 
"' "· 
Lragro<>til S~l;'tt.J.bilis purple luvegrass 1 .9 1 .9 
"' 
7. Spurobolus asper tall dropst:'ed 3 l.l 1 .9 3 3. 3 2 2.0 0 1!. Andropogon sat•thuroidt>s silVI:'T b}Ut!S(t:m 1 _, 4 4.4 1 1.0 1 1.0 
:J 9. Bouteloua grac i 1 is blut: grama 94 13.4 7 6. 3 6 >.8 2 2.0 42 42,0 a.. lU. Buchloe dactyloidc::s buf falogrc.ts'i 32 2>.0 11 1 ).2 1 .9 > >.O 
a 11. LeptololDd cognatum fall witch.gra~:>s 2 1.8 
:J 12. Chloris vert ici I lata windmillgra~:>S 1 .8 2 1.8 1 .9 4 3.8 1 1.0 
a.. 13. Paspdlum strdmineum sand paspa 1 um 1 .8 
14. l'anicurn sr.:ribnerianum !:>Cribner panicum 1 1.0 
~ 1>. Bouteloua hirsuta hairy grama 1 .9 
;::;· 
-;<;" TOIAL INCRLASERS 127 39.2 32 28.6 9 8. 3 8 8.8 14 13.2 8 8.0 49 49.0 
"' "C 16. BronlUs japonicus Japdnese brome 3 2. 7 1 .9 2 2.2 4 4.0 0 
-
17. Arist ida ol igdntha prairie threeawn 6 ).4 1 .9 > ,_ > J 2.9 1 1.0 34 34.0 
VI 9 8.1 2 1.8 7 7.1 J 2.9 1 1.0 38 38.0 2. IOTAL A.'INUAL GRASSES 
iii" 18. Ambrosia psilostachya west ern rugwee>d l .8 3 2.7 1 .9 1 1.1 1 1.0 2 2.0 
19. Aster t!ricoid~s heath aster 2 1.8 1 .9 1 1.1 
:J 20. vernonia baldwin! baldwin ironweed 1 .8 1 1.1 1 1.0 
0 21. Lespedeza virginica slender lespedeza 2 1.9 22. Linum sulcatum flax 1 .9 
-;<;" 
0 TOT \I. .to'ORBI;) I .8 6 5.3 4 3. 7 :::r 10 3.3 4 3.8 2 1.0 2 ~.u 
0 
lJ. 3 Symphoricarpos orbiculatus buckbruF>h 4 3.8 
a 24. Cur ex spp, sedg~ 2 1.8 1 .9 
TOTAL VI!.GI.:TATION 128 32 112 28 105 2h. 3 90 22.' !OJ 2>.8 98 24.> 100 2~.0 
Table 3. Field and laboratory findings-Pedon 1. 
Pth1Fit.f JE:St. .. I~TI :rr.,1 
SA'-'Pl.~ .. U-Me,.. L"u Ill•• 
70-C"--ScT-l-Jl 17 
lll-U-':.l"!.l-C7 
'" lr.Jo-OK'•57-J-J3 b1 
TU-(1(.-Sl-l-o<t ll 
71)-CK-St•l-IJ') •• lo.I•CK-'57-t•4lt:-
71J•CtCi•S7 .. l•U7 ., 
lQ-•'HC.-., l-1- 08 
" TU-tk-57·1-o.ICJ ,. 
TJ•(ICo•O,l•l•lo.l 
PtiY SIC jl !ofi.ll.YS l'i: 
SA .. Plf NU'4D'.:M l.l.U "'4••• 
7\J-I"+K•Sl-1- 1 17 
7o-c...-s-7-1- 2 'a 
lU-Cil-'JJ'-1- l:l 67 
7.J-(II(-5-7-t- " "'1 
l!J•U ..-')7·1- 5 16 
7tJ-Ctt.- 1H•L- t:. 
N-11\-57-1- 7 "' 
7111-ttc..-'H•l-" 2olo-
lo-•""-..-'i7-1- ~ 34 
JU-Ck-.,7-1-10 6 
CHtJIICAL \-._AL'fSISZ 
S4,.FU: NJ•tJf~< L'\" k"le 
1..-.-u.-o;1-1- t 11 
N-~-'!IT-1- 2 hl 
71)-Cll·"H-t- l 61 
1u-c .. -n-1- 4 11 
7111-')fi.-Oj..7-1- 5 16 
70-Ck-:~7-l- b 3 
N-Ck-'i7·1- 7 .. ~ 
7.)-(.k-57-1- It '14 
7.J-U..-57-1- ~ 34 
71J•CK-~ 7-l-1 0 
l\J-(..1(-57-l- 1 77 
7J-•llr .. -!-1-1- 1. "'tJ 
7J- .... I(-!:7-1- .., t>7 
7ol-CK-c 7-1- .. ~1 
7J-.: ..... o,7-l- 5 H 
7..1-CI(-~1-1- b ; 
7J- IK•':t7•1- 7 42 
JJ-JK..-'=.7-1- .. ol4 
7\J•I...K-H-1- ~ )4 
7..J- ::J<.-'H-1-1...1 ,.. 
SOl.'IPLf tJ•'1 ... l..lf'!i ~....~. 
,., .... fo.-':17-!- I 77 
7tJ-C..K-':t7-1- .C.. 
'" 7.)-r. .. -::.7-1- > ..
7J-...:K-""7-t- . ,, 
7J-U-~1-1-
' •• 7J-•JK-~7-l• • 




7ol-LK-.,7-1- • .. 7ll-Ck•'J7-1-IU . 
ti,J,.fltJt~ OtPTtt THICII.fltESS CULORIMt ft:JiifUJIIE s.nucruoe: CO'ISISTEtiC~ 
Ae ... ..... 
""'" 
10. ova: liZ VFSl t•CPL I'IVFR 
AI tiJ- UCM l!:M lO.OYJI J/1 u~ , .. , fi!VF-.,I>YH 
dllf 11- ''"' .. UC:ot lJeUWR 2/1 SIC 3'4PR-3F,tt< IIIVFJ,DEH 8l.l:rtA 3~ '!tlj(.fit zoe• 10. OY<l: ~IZ st: lCPIO.-ZFAbK MVF It OI!'H 
ttlH $5- 81tM 28CM llleO't't '-I'Z SICL lCti•·ZIIPMU< liiV=I,DEH 
.uu u-n«M 
'""" 
lOeOYIC: 4/2 SICL l"'A8K IIIIVF It DEH 
112H 119-H4f.M zsc• T.o;y_. 412 Stt:L ... , ... , "'Yf ltDEH 
li2t..T 144·1 ~~CM 2JCol ?.sw• 4/Z SICL lff.fll.ltl( MVFI ,OEJ.f 
" 
lo~lUC."'' •r.t• '· 5Yk 4/l SIC 1 ~A8K ttvfi,OEH 
t ??l-2Hr.,. t'lCM 
-------------------l!E.L.t.f!ll _______________________________ _ 
GRA liCS CS '45 FS VFS Sit<riD CSI 1451 HI SILT CLAY CUSS 
\l.O.J .J.:H .Jet.llt Jell t.~b 5e'f5 8.15 43.28 31 .. 6.2' ... 62 79.52 12.33 SIL 
\J.o.. >J.:.7 o.Ll o.24 2.40 1.21 t.J.J• 48.71 l:J.\5 1.25 73.~1 16.25 f.IL 
.,J.,,h) 1).41 J.OJ O.ll ll.78 1.68 1.00 24.07 112.24 s.oo 51J.J2 37.69 SICL 
IJ.tt7 .J.!~~t u.llt J.t!l 1.8J 5a49 7.77 J2.,Ql Z.J.t.'S J.OIJ 5'5.7! 16.50 SICL 
>J.if7 ll.O...J u.IJO ..:J. ~'!I l••Jl 4.. 5l '!I.'SB 10.TJ ZO.lP 4.11 55.12 ~.21 SIC 
!l.JO o).O!l J • .JS ,J.1b 3.42 5.42 9.05 Z7a52 16.57 '!ioo34 49.44 42.58 SIC 
1.'35 J.4b ...J.lt o.zo 3•11'l S.61 =J ..... J2d8 16.85 4 •• z S4.l6 36.3'5 SICL 
t :~: ~:2t ~=~ ~:t: :::: ::}: .;::: ::::: ~:::~ !::~ :~:~: ~:::! ~:~L 
y.zs 11.00 !l.lJ7 o.U 1.78 1.41 J~4.Z 10.58 l~h49 a.Tl !i4.14 42.60 SIC 
----~llllU-tallJU_3E;.n.i/R-i!lL..---- ~1JICiftMf &47UIIl .... !WILI..U-..GliS.....-
~ ~ k ~ H U CA 111G It ,., SIJIII 
... ,., J.ta o.?., u.qs z.6J o.oo 4.47 o.t4 u.zz o.47 s.z11 
7.1> l.&o., J.t..J 1.22 t.Sol J.Oo loU ~19 11r.08 • 0.11 U.Je 
17.45 4 • ..,, 0.42 b.:H o.oz 3.00 tt.:n "'·'" 3.41.. 4.zo z•.ao 
19.'117 7.7~ oJ.'!-6 7.1~ 0.11 o.oo 11J. 95 7.5o O.Jift 4.7. :J2.SS 
t£.&6 .,. • .,to \1.4!l 7.t~o., J.73 J.uo 12.61 7.73 o.,. ..14 27.05 
Jb.&.c: 7.44 0. 3~ .,.b4 IJ.OQ 0.00 16. '' 7.tto o .37 5.o3 zt.37 
u •. H -:~.11 ... 42 7.J"i J.32 u • ...Jo 11.81 8.06 0.41• 5.7... Z6.0ft 
1'>•7~ Q.~4 oJ.34 7 ... 4 .J.l6 J.OO 1'5.73 9.09 0.33 S.l7 31.01 
lt:..>JJ i.S!t lJ.39 e..tU 1.09 0.00 l&.oo J a.47 o.n 5.25 n.u 
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Morphology and characterization 
Study of the genesis and taxonomy of soils requires the precise identi-
fication of their characteristics. The morphological, physical, and chem-
i('al data of the seven selected pedons are presented in the following pages. 
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Pedon I (Table 3) is a dark-colored soil, developed on a slightly con-
cave relief. The soil is slowly and somewhat poorly drained and the level 
of groundwater noted to be at 165 em below the surface in July. The A 
horiwn is 17 em and pre;ents a platy structure. The value and chroma 
of the B21 t hori.wn are smaller than Ap, due to accumulation of dis-
persed organic matter in this horiLon. Prismatic structure of the sub-
surface horizons is the most important feature of this soil. Prisms are 
capped with silt loam material which is lighter in color than the prisms. 
Continuous clay films, segregated calcium carbonates in thread-like 
form, and fine and medium distinct strong brown mottles are noticeable 
below the B23t horizon. The B3 horizon was noted to be below the sur-
face of the groundwater. 
The laboratory analyses of the soil samples indicate that clay in-
creases and silt decrea-;es abruptly from the A to the B horizon. The clay 
distribution curve is similar to those of argillic horizons, except that clay 
content remains nearly constant through the B and C horizons. The 
particle size distribution of the control section indicates that this pedon 
fits into the fine textural family. The profile contains more than one 
percent organic matter to a depth of 55 em (Figure 3). The soil reaction is 
neutral to basic for the A horizon and strongly basic for the subsurface 
horizons. The electrical conductivity of the soil water extract shows an 
insignificant amount of soluble salts. Exchangeable ba;es occupy more 
than fiO percent of the exchange complex of this profile and exchangeable 
:\a+ saturates 14 to 22 percent of the cation exchange capacity of the 
wbwrface horizons (Figure 2). 
Pedon 2 (Table 4) is similar to Pedon !. This soil presents a dark-
colored profile developed on a srr1ooth relief. The soil is somewhat poorly 
drained and the level of the groundwater was noted to be at 170 em be-
low the surface in July. The A horizon is 30 em thick, with. a coarse platy 
parting to weak medium granular structure. An abrupt, smooth boundary 
exists between the A and B horizons. The upper part of the B horizon 
presents a ;trong medium pri;matic parting to moderate medium angular 
blocky structure. The upper 2.5 em of prisms are capped and sides are 
coated with a silt loam material which presents a lighter color than the 
prisms. Continuous clay films are observable in subsurface horiwns. 
About 50 percent of the peds are coated with dark gray organic ~taim 
while fine distinct strong brown mottles are observable within the B 
horizon above the level of the groundwater. Calcium carbonate concre-
tions are present more than 100 em from the surface. 
The results of the laboratory examinations indicate more than a 25 
percent increase in clay content from A to B, which increases to B23t and 
reduces gradually to the bottom of the profile. The particle size dis-
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trihution of the upper 100 em indicates that this soil belongs to the fine 
family in textural classification. Organic matter decreases gradually from 
the ~urface to the bottom of the profile, ~taying above one percent in the 
top ii em (Figure 3). The A and B2lt horiwns are neutral in reaction 
am! the lower horizom have a ha~ic reaction. The electrical conductivity 
of the ~oil water extract indicates no evidence of 'alinity. Exchangeable 
Figure 3. The horizonation of sampled pedons. 
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Table 4. Field and laboratory findings-Pedon 2. 
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7U-C.K-·>7-z- .. H 
7C-UI<- ';l7-l.- 'ii ">f.. 
7(1-(11.-.,7-..' -1 J ? 3 
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l ~ 11 ... ,. 
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u- 2JLM 20C'4 lO.OYR >11 VFSL l~&::"Pl-HGR '"'YFit,DH 
•2 20- 3ot• lOCflil tO.OYR 
"' 
SIL • MY Fit, I)H BllT 30- 4jj(fol tee• 10. OYR 212 Sl:::L 311PR-2-MA&K I'WitOYH 
f\22T .,_ 7lCM ZJC"' lll.IIYR 
"' 
.SICL l"'PR-2F&MAIJ MVf I ,OEM 
02 ;T 71- qq(H 
'"'" 
lll.O'I'R ~/2 SIC 1 CPfl-1 MA8K MVFI, OEH 
tlZ4T C \ 'f<l-ll9CM ZtlC'4 lO.IJ'tfl ., SIC \MABK MVFJ,OEH 
.:!.hlCA ll9-l'l4C~ 35CM lO.IlYA 4/2 SIC lf,JIIIIABK MVF I ,DEH 
·\2cT l54-1701..M 16CM ttl. OYR 4/2 SIC lMABk MVF It OEH 
" 
170-2:2.3( .. 'BCM 111. IJYR 41> SIC lM&CUK MVF I ,OEH 
c 22?--~5<)(.~1 36C"' 
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! .3.. 1)-.'SJ Joll Oo3ol ~.34 4.46 toTO 4f.S'"i 14.35 3e24 .5.14 ~J.l6 SI(;L 
l.i!.:. .J.5? 0.12 0.21:> l..88 6eZII) 10.03 36,.13 1«t.64 1 .. 02 53.Ji :t6ol9 $ICL 
do94 >J.IJ.J J e<N a..JO llell8 4•.ft.5 W.o5+ 3!i.&4 1.5,. SS l..lt 54.~1. •l•t:t ,SJ.(. 
U.94 J.oJ o.JO o.-oo 1.3Q 5oSO & .... ) ••• 0: 16,.07 !o.JO ~~.96 .O,•l6 $IC 
1.22 J.46 !.).,,)7 0.19 3.31 8.82 12.86- 33oJO 11.75 3..-05 SO..ll JfoM SU:L 
u • .~o 0.39 u.ll3 o.v7 z .. n 1.a1 u.O't' n .. n J.4 .. 5.8 lft.81: J~f• u • .z Jl:L 
o. 75 Oolt9 0.06 0.15 2.b0 5. 75 9o0S 32.SO 2~•19 3.13 59.0l )1 •• 3 Sltl 
t.s4 IJ.ss J.16 o.n ,._,, , a.•1 l4.~t 46.U &.6o ;,..as tt..t.a: .~"'('57 su;t. 
--,,--U.~~U~lllil~ .......... ___,.,..L- ...-f.IC!!AlliUAI.~..t:.UlliiiJ-IIU4Uil_.__ CA JIG K JtA 'SUM 
'lo4i;) s.oz 0.15 1o44 Z.7~J 0.00 9.81) +.92 o.11 t.oa ,,.,,,. 
11.42' 3.2z o.oc:~ o).tt7 1.75 l.o3 u.;n J•n o.oa th49 Jt~t4 
lJofJtj boll Oe2A 3e34 Za1•8 OoOO 10. o6 s.99 o.21 2.92 19.zs 
12.40 2.81 o.~o s.94 oJ.65 o.oo 12.40 2.12 0.30 5ol) 20o65 
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lt>.t.7 1J.21'1 ->.32 6.19 IJ.OJ OoOO 16.67 10.16 o.12 4.65 11.eo 
t.?..t~! 7.5'5 u.n 5.42 o.oo o.oo 12.81 7.tt6 o.3& 4.05 24.68 
23.3? ~.:21 0.37 4o35 o.oo o.ao 23.32 8o13 Oo36 3o16 34.,98 
l3ofl.. bo'18 Jo36 lo94 OeOO OoOO 
-~.JL.U.d.L..Lc.AllQ!:t~!Uil!L--
CA M~ K 'Ill. SliM 
Vo1J 1).02 J.36 J.So 
.>.os o.J3 0.01 :J.11 0.21 
JoJ2' 0.11 0.111 Jo42 0.5& 
v • ..::u J.Jq o • ..J..J .J. 71 Oolh) 
oJ oJ4 oJ .Jd Oo 02 1. 02 1o 17 
JoU'> 0.11 1).02 1.60 1.71'1 
oJ.Oo 0.1.2 IJ.Ol 1.54 1.67 
J .JJ J.Jt~ 1.1.01 1. 38 1. 47 
,~ .. .~J o.1.. J ... .n l.l9 1.H 
J.Vt o.2'.., u.ot o.42 0.6 .. 
er:c._c.:t:U __ (!f~-- eEB. .. ~f.!U eu..t:.f~l ,. TOT !\l p C.AC03 TSS 
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2ol'> 1 5~. so u. 1l a.o& 
·1 • .20:. ll'<o51:> OotB o. 07 
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\). t- ~ 1 ?2. 56 t.J .. a.18 
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CA •• NAAC $"" tAT 7U-(K-"'f-~- i 
·' 
1~6 .~7 ':llolo, e.uz OQ.6o4 1.67 0.82 2.09 88a36 85.n~ 
7U-• .._ .. < 7-,_. .. 3 )4." ~ ?4.fl1 3.54 68 .4'5 1.2'5 1).4-5 0.85 108.,4 B9oft6 
7\J-LK-· 7- ~-
' 
l"o5o 12 ''llo61 u.tti' d2.11 2. 32 :).18 1.88 86.87 89.82 
7J<I'<~?7-~- : •l 4'o1o2.., ~7 .14 Lo.~a Q3.'H 4.86 o.oo 3.17 65.50 96.97 7o- "_.,,_ ::- l?Jo Zw 74o'o'5 l8.5t! 93.74 9e1.J 0.26 .Q.78 109.46 100.00 1 )-[K- ,J .. z .. .. >u ;tl.t-4 13.15 18.84 92.2 '5 8.oa 0.55 o.&e 104.77 100.00 7,Jw(i<,- 0 7-!- 1 blo( .. 77 .... 1 16.19 95.41 8.79 o.oo 1. 20 110.63 lllo.oo 
7J-_K-"'7-"1- ol ! ..... 7 .. o4."'7 11.48 95 .eo 9.H o.oo 1.11 106.63 100aOO 
7J-(K- 0 7->- z., 1.9 ... ...o.9& lJ. 22 93.40 6.4~ o.oo le66 112.96 100.00 7.;-c'K- ~ 1- 2-1.; .. , ! :1 ':lo ~., ~4 • .: 3 5 .d3 7b .95 1.83 oJ.oa 2.90 86.43 1DO.OO 
bases have saturated more than 60 percent of the exchange complex in 
the descending order of: Ca + +, :\I g · +, !'\a+, and K +. Exchangeable so-
dium also saturates from 13 to 18 percent of the cation exchange capacity 
of the sub!>urface horizons. 
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Pedon 3 (Table 5) consists of dark-colored horizons developed on a 
smooth relief. The soil is moderately well drained and the level of the 
groundwater was noted to be at a depth of I 90 em from the wrface in 
July. The A horizon is 10 em thick and a mainly granular structure. Con-
tinuous clay films, a few non-intersecting slickensides, and ;trong brown 
mottles are noticeable in the subsurface horizons. The B3 horizon was 
noted to be below the level of the groundwater. 
The laboratory analyses of the soil samples indicate a high amount 
of silt which decreases with depth. Clay content increases about 20 per-
cent from A I to A3 horizon. The particle size distribution of the control 
;ection indicates that this soil belongs to the fine ~ilty family in textural 
classification. This soil contains more than one percent organic matter 
from the ~urface to the depth of 100 em (Figure 3). Soil reaction varie~ 
from acid to neutral, basic and strongly basic with the profile. Base 
saturation is more than 60 percent of the total cation exchange capacity. 
Exchangeable sodium saturates a negligible percentage of the exchange 
complex. 
Pedon 4 (Table 6) is a dark-colored soil developed on a smooth re-
lief with two percent slope. The soil is somewhat poorly drained, and 
the level of groundwater was not found within 320 em of the surface at 
the time of sampling. The A horizon is 33 em thick with a platy structure. 
An abrupt wavy boundary separates the A and B horizons. The B horiwn 
presents a moderate coarse prismatic, parting to moderate medium ang-
ular blocky structure. Prisms are coated and have 2 em caps of silty loam 
material which are very dark grayish-brown in color. C..ontinuous day 
films, fine black concentrations, and very dark brown organic stains are 
observable below the B I horizon. Calcium concretions are also occurring 
in B23tca and lower horizons. 
Laboratory data denote an increase of about 50 percent in clay con-
tent from the A to the B horizons. Clay content increases with depth, and 
the C2 horizon contains 82 percent total clay. The particle size analysi~ 
of the control ~ection places this pedon in the fine textural family. 
Organic matter decreases within the profile, but the top 100 em contains 
more than one percent organic matter (Figure 3). The soil reaction is 
neutral in the first 80 em and changes to strongly basic in the lower parts 
of the profile. Exchangeable bases are in the order of: Ca + +, ;\lg+ +, 
:-\a+, and K + and saturate more than 60 percent of the total cation ex-
changeable sodium saturates 14 to 19 percent of the total exchange com-
plex of the horizons below the A I horizon. 
Pedon 5 (Table 7) is similar to Pedon 6. This profile is a dark-
colored soil which is redder in subsurface horizons. The soil is developed 
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Table 5. Field and laboratory findings-Pedon 3. 
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O.JO U.JO 0.04 0.13 3.94 7.5a llo69 40.a5 11.27 3o24 55.36 34.03 SICL 
O.JV U.3? Jo01 0.0'5 Z.H Oo7& 9.51 30.61 25.20 4o01 59.81 30.&7 SJCL 
.;.,t..l ..J.4l v.oo V.Ja 1.76 4.04 !loo30 34.&1 24.29 3.a& &2.75 30.96 Sltl 
J .JV J.4i O.V4 0.09 2.26 0.4& 9.29 25.54 2&.94 2.79 55.27 35.45 SICL 
v.JV ,J.UJ 0.09 0.21 1.a4 6.54 l0.6a 2a.11 12.66 4.85 45.&8 44.67 SIC 
Jot'O o.ou '1.10 llo2'5 3.9a 6.91 11.25 32.45 12.75 4o99 50.18 3'9.52 SlCL 
V.47 J.49 U.\1 0.11 2o9tl 6o76 10.47 22.13 22.47 5.12 49.72 39.81 SJCL 
t.t~4 -.J.OJ J.J~ O.JS 3oJO a.71 llo90 31.6& 10.84 2.78 45.28 43.62 SIC 
v.<~o J.4'> o.o7 o.u 4.23 10.44 15.31 35.04 9.5o 1.97 46.51 38.18 SICL 





K .. H AL CA MG K •• SUM llo..J6 1J.43 Oo'>S /J ·" bo 01 o.oo 11.00 10.13 0.49 0.32 21.94 12.4" ., .ud v. 34 J .01 5 .a 2 0 .oo 12.30 4.a8 0.30 o.o7 17.55 
13 -~3 'l. 49 o. 27 u.os o. 2 a o.oo 13.41 5.37 0.25 o.os 19.08 
lJ o44 7 .91 J. 38 Oo62 5.41 o. 00 to. 42 2.79 o. 37 o.zs 13.83 
1V. A..J ~. 74 J. 31 J.45 f:> .vs J .oo to .~o 3.&0 0.3& o. 31 15.07 
ll.Ct- 4.77 o. 45 o. a7 4. 99 o. 00 12.66 4.67 Oo44 o.sz 18 .z9 
17 .~6 >I.~ 7 u. 3a J .ss 2.91 o.oo 11.91 a. 31 0.37 0.44 27.02 
to.o7 ~.Of:> o. 35: 0.64 2 .za 0 .oo 16.02 7.95 o. 33 o.so 25.40 
~! ·'~" 4.?'> 0.43 1. 29 o. aa o.oo 22.36 4o2& 0.41 o.&2 27.&5 
2~. >-l) !l. 12 0.)3 1 .os v.oa 0 .oo za. 51 a. oo 0.32 1.2a 38.11 
17.1 <; 1. 55 o. 36 1.21 1. 35 o.oo 17.16 7.20 0.35 o.eo 25.52 





) .vt. o. ~J o.ot 
J.l '> lio2..J 0 .0"\ 
J .1? J.l? o. 02 
Vo J2 0.1"" u.uz 
oJ .oo Oo}4 o. 01 
J .vu J .t J u .ot 
.Jo v5 .... J7 O. Vl 
J .J':> u .11 o.o2 
.Jo2'> J. ~ J o.o? 
J. !.l o. 3 ~ o. 02 
J oU3 v.l4 0.01 
J. vS u • .J-" Vo,Jl 
.t!~~:t.-'-f.tt!. __ .e..e.~--
J• T JT Al p 
... 411 270,.56 
""· 7, 24lj. 50 
3.J') 21~ .56 
l •. t.l 191::-.51, 
2oll1 1 Iillo 56 
l • .!J 143 .:.6 
.;. ti1 128. '>6 
J.c 3 l21. 50 
).':>,< 9:l o':ib 
J • .,.,. 1 J5. 56 
,J,42 9!l. So 
o. 3J 14? .56 
" 
St.J~ 
O. JS o. 47 
J • .JV J.38 
v. Jo) v. 20 
J. 36 J.5l 
J. 14 o. 2d 
J. 35 0.45 
J.ll 0.24 
o. 15 o. 33 
..J.~7 1.27 
J. 30 1.02 
J.40 v. 78 





























CL S04 COl HC03 SUM 
0.39 o.oo 0.03 0.42 o.a4 
o.ta o,o!J u.oo 0.28 0.4& 
0.14 u.oo o.oo 0.2() 0.34 
oJ.to o.oo o.o3 0.12 o.45 
o.2o o.oo o.o1 0.29 o.s2 
o.oq o.oo o.o3 0.21 o.35 
0.19 0.00 OoOO Ool'!i 0.35 
0.25 o.oo o.oo 0.30 o.ss 
J.as o.oo o.o3 J.93 1.a2 
0.97 0.00 0.07 Oo84 1.aa 
a. 10 o. Oil o. 03 o.o4 t.3a 

















5o Ita &o1 7 







&. 9a a. 01 
7.18 a.t7 
6. aa a.12 















l "'T': R PR~ T [ Y~' (.,\LC. JLAT 1 Cr..S: 
' • ' 5 .1.~1-'L F- \j.J'>h>.~ l-lll ., :::,\ /"~ C~C/CLA'I' ESP SSP SAR SOLtJ 8L E/ EX TR.&.C TABLE B4SE S4TUR4TJO~ 
C4 ~G NAAC SU!ol CAT 
7J-CK-~7- 1- \ l..J:.> .J3 lJJ .29 1. 3d 1~., o.ta 7-J-wll-0:.7-3- i 1' ?<t':l. jJ 1 ~. 5.., o. 30 o.oo o.sz 2.99 1.24 4.05 95.90 7a. 32 8o\o27 75.10 
7J-(1<.-?7-:I- l ~4'> .o;~ ?':>., (.) u. 2) Jo J01 o.oo OoH9 z, 2a 8&oll 75.23 
""'J- J"--., 1-3- 4 .:1') o. 7-..J 63.77 1.31) 75 o'1} 1.aa Oo24 4.50 70.69 n.aa 
1J-Cf-',1-!- '4 1'19.1 J 711. ;,q 1. 26 o2 .14 o. 76 o.oo 3 .. 76 61.94 71.35 
70-rl(-:.7-•- b ,, :'b., .?2 66 oOl L.ll) fl4o<J2 2. 24 OoOO 2o00 77.47 7a.sa 
7C-oJK- ?7- ~- 1 
' 
214."'> '>':> o-J5 1.'52 H.U9 ·_ J .03 o.za o.ao 93.00 90.29 
1u- c~-'>7- •- 1J ?l)t 0 >-l\) 7 3. tl6 t. 70 52.05 o.n 0.31 1.41 a7.03 91.77 
7,J-(f,-r, 7-'- 0 
" 
4 ~I-,·" 1 ':l3 .~ J 2.43 OJ. 72 1.76 l.2a 7.02 109.21 9&.93 
7u-~~-<,7-}-! .... 17 ..... ..,.4(:' .. ~.15 ... ;?'> 43 ol4 J.Ql loll 4o07 12&.32 99.ao 
71.)-(11.-<,7-,-1 J 221.74 71.01 2.44 64. 82 1. 32 0.16 4.79 93.33 94.99 
70-lK-'>7-:1-12 11 U3.t14 b~ .J 1 2.05 50.85 0.61 0.35 1.17 91tol1 a9.32 
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Table 6. Field and laboratory findings-Pedon 4. 
P~('f-JLIO )E~C~TPTIC~.: 
S.&. ~t'lf "'lJ~\[f"> 
''" "· l<J-CK.-'57-4-:11 40 
7J-(K-~7-<.-J? 
" l.J-'Jio..-">7- ... -.)3 




70-,..!K.- 57-4- Cfl ,. 
7J-(11.-<;7-4-(l'l 
" 70-LK-':l 7-4-10 ,, 
7J-CK-'H-4-11 




SA'iPL~' lolU~tiE>< l'<d "1'1. 
?J-(,1\.-57-4- ! 
711-C~t-<;7-4- 2 1"J 
70-CK.-?7-<+- ..1 :1< 
7J-CK-?7-4- 4 '>1 
7U-CK-"i7-4- <; 
70-ttK-">7-4- h 
7J-CK-<;7-4- 1 l? 
7J-CK-<;7-4- 'l 7~ 




]J-(K-57-4-1 ~ ?7 
Cl-t~TC..ftl .'I~ALY'il'>: 
SAI"'PLf ~'4~':1" l-'•i f\:f'o 
JJ-0,-?1-4- 1 4J 
7J-~ll(-57-4- 2 75 
1 J-flr .. -">7-4- 3 .n 
70-(1(-57-4- t. t-d 
7J- )1(-'>7-4- ~ 66 
7il-(K-,7-.. - b 4Q 
]J-(•K-"1-4- 1 '35 
7>.1-l'll.-~7- .. - ~ 74 
70-CK-<;7-4- c 1') 
70-'11<.- 57-4-! 0 ., 1 
7,1-CK-<;7-4-ll '>9 
70-CK-,7-4-12 45 
N-OK-57-~ 13 17 
7>.1-CK.-"'7-4- 1 4J 
7\l-CK-57--.-
' " 1J-CK-'i7-':t-
' 7J-[.K-?7-4- 4 
7J-(K-:>7-4-
7\)-"Jol,-57-4- b 40 





' " 71)-r:K-'i-1•4-10 •1 ].J-[K.-57-4-11 
" ],J-[JII-57-<t-12 4' 
7\)-(K-':>7--+-13 
" 
SA.MPl t "4tJ'1,ll:f.. L:.ll ~. l • 





" 1J-uK-<; 7-4- b 
7)-(K-">7- .. - 7 ,, 
7.1-'.11.-"'7-4- 74 
1J-Ck-::.7-<t- 'l 
" 7v-r~<.-'"i7- .. -1 J 
" 7J-l"!l(-')7--.-l! ~,, 
11)-(~ -"'7- ... -1~ 4o 
7~-CK-~ 1-<t-1: 
" 
'"1 IH lCN NPT'i TH I CK!~ESS COt.ORUH TFXTJRt: STilUCTUAE C:J ... SI ST!:N:E' 
AP o- 22(.~ Zlf."' 10. QYK 2/2 Sll 1 Mt.C.Pl "'Yffl:tDH 
" 
,_ 
33C"' llC"'' !.O.OY't 312 S!L lCPl MVFR,OH 
~ 1 33- ~1CM ZOC.ot l.J.:JYR 4/3 SIC.l 2CPA-2 .. AtSK flllflrDEH 
r)Zlf 53- 131CM zac~ 1. SY'\ 312 sr:t. 2 "''PR -3 H MASK f'IVFI,OEH 
BZ.!T 81-lJ4CM 23('4 7.1jYII: 412 st:::L t:P~-2F&J4t.D< ~V::I,DEH 
H22TCA 104-124("'1 20(1'1 7.5YII: 4/4 S ICL 2/IIABk MVF It OEH 
b2 ~T CA 124-1'52("4 28("1 5. OY~ 4/4 SJ:t. I "''AB!<. Hf-1 ,OEH 
B24T 1'52 -lb.JCM' ?dCM 5 .OYR 4/b S ICL \'4A~K MFI ,DEH 
"" 
t"'o- ZOOCM l!X:" z. 5YR 4/4 SIC l'4€.CABK NFI,OEH 
d3ZGA 200-Ut:IC"' 28C"4 5.0YH. .,. SICL 1144.3K litFI tOVH 
c 1 228-2.59(."1 3tCM '5.0'(~ 4/4 c MVF ltOE>4 
C2 2 ';)q- 2 "'q(."' 30C'4 5. on. 4/4 
C3 2!19-l2JCM 31CM 5.0Yk 4/4 c 
------------------------------..e.EB...t.WL------------------------------------URA VCS CS ~5 FS VFS S4-.V CSI i'ISI FSI Sl LT CLA't CLASS 
1.17 J.4J v.ur:. 0.;?7 6.22 9.88 16.84 55.77 6.14 1.68 63.70 19.46 SIL 
u.uiJ u.~i'l U • .Jfl 0ol<J 3.13 13.17 17.55 33.51 2~.17 3.99 ~3.57 18.87 SIL 
u.Ju u.4? J.,n J 0 lJ 2.8lt 7o64 11.01 17.31 24.1lt 6.63 58.18 30.80 SlCL 
.;.vu J.c.1 v.uo U.J~ 1.71t 2oH ~.SS 2~.32 25.25 5.14 58.71 36.78 SICL 
J.JU Jo4? OoOl O.J7 1.77 ~.85 6.12 15.21 2'5.59 5.53 5bo:J3 l7.S5 SICL 
1.47 Jo':>? Joll oJ.23 ;?.~3 4o8'5 8o3lt '36.6J 1'3o47 lto88 54.95 36.71 SJ:l 
~.riS V.4l O.Of> OoUlt 3 0 39 ~.54 12.45 28.24 llo77 3.95 43.~6 43.59 SIC 
v.J...I V.5.J O.O'f 0.11 '3.31 6.36 10.36 15.86 22.85 6.98 45.~8 43.95 SIC 
t.V'f v.OJ J.u5 IJ 0 .J4 J.46 lo43 3.98 17.U3 1lto73 13.b7 45.43 5l.lt3 Sl: 
J.7o J.<;7 O.Q<l UolO 0.00 0.00 Oo76 9o05 20o92 17.35 47.32 53.18 SJC 
l6.n 2.H 1.2'1 1.27 \ 0 46 2.90 ~.30 16o73 11.87 9o56 39olb 51o54 C 
2.5,. V.67 U.4l U.S'I 1.25 1o68 4o62 llo48 'loOO 4.28 15.76 82.18 : 
3.£5 0.7V 0.67 Oob8 1.12 2o16 5.34 7.1b 2o53 13.32 23.J1 11.6b C 
______ £C.iA'-B.BL.L'-!U1~L!!E.iillllhL!Z!:t.S ______ ---f~::IA.!j;if.!.ilL~-C.&IitwS._~~-Yt!S. ___ 
CA 
"" 
K NA H AL CA MG K NA su• 
3 •"'0 ~ o'>'l 0 .zo Job2 4.19 o.oo B. 89 ].46 0.1B 0.41 12 o93 
5. 24 ..t.BJ o.22 lo24 ~ • B 1 .J.oo 5.24 () .77 o.11 o. 75 b. 97 
5.4~ }.99 o. 29 2. b5 3. 28 o.ao 5 o45 1.97 0.1B z.zo 9.90 
9.o7 ').'59 o.:n 4.5tt z.51 o.oo 9.67 5.53 a. 33 3.98 19.50 
1 .).!4 'iob4 o. ~4 5.6-'J U.4l) J.OJ ll.24 5.5B 0.33 4.95 21.10 
llo/Jt' 7.44 o. 30 s. 89 o.o9 o.oa 11.88 7.34 0.29 4obS 14 .. U 
1!.<;h 7.dl) 0,25 5 .ab J.73 J.~o 13.58 7.75 o. 24 4. 54 26o.11 
11.3 7 5. dO o.H s. 7'l 0,.42 o.JJ 11.37 5.76 o.:H 4.98 22.41 
15.7"1 B .R4 0.14 4.12, 0.66 o.oo 15. 70 8.77 0.12 4.0B 13 .b1 
31.74 7.75 J.22 5.33 J.o,Jol J.Oil 37.74 7.&0 Oo11 3. 8B 49.1t2 
.H.lO:: 1. 29 0.3:> o+.Oit o. 00 o.oo 38.15 7o16 0.31 3.04 48.66 
4U.2~ , .~7 o.zo 3.80 o.oo o.oo lt0.26 •• so 0.19 2. 84 49.BO 
2~.16 9oiH o.t9 2.75 a.ao a .. oo 1a.oa 9.70 o.11 z.o1 39.96 
~JU.LUllDNS ti£QlUU liliL_ 
__ J.IlLWILf-AllliU-UQlJlNI..iiS-----
CA MG K 
"' 
SUM CL 504 C03 HC03 SUM 
....... ! v.?3 O. U2 .J. 21 Oo47 ) .53 J .Oll o.,J3 0.46 1.03 
J .vv OoU3 u.v1 J.4'ir o. 53 J.04 o.ov Jool3 0.33 0.41 
Jo.Jil OoJ? >Joll1 J.44 Oo47 J.Oil u.oo 0.03 o. 40 Oo44 
J. 00 Oo10 o. 01 J. 58 Oo65 ) .45 Q .:JJ Q .03 0.40 ll.8B 
J .JO o.vt. ll.U1 0.72 o. 79 u. 50 o.oo 0.03 0.45 0.98 
.Jo JO V.ll JoUl 1.21 1.n 1.16 o.av 0.03 1.04 2. 23 
u.uo o.1u 0.01 1o 32 lo44 1.29 o.o:J o.o9 1.2& 2o64 
J oJO 0 oJ ~ o.ot J.82 o. 66 0.11 o. 00 0.03 0.57 o.n 
"·"" 
u.-..t. ().01 oJ.65 J.77 0.15 o.oo :>.oo 0.35 0.60 
VoJU Ooli o.ot 1 ... l. 62 1.24 o.oo o.o1 1.12 .... 
J.Ju :) .1 ~ v.ot 1.JO 1.14 0.90 o.oo o.o3 1 .. 10 
'· 04 u.uu u.l7 Vo Ul ;].96 1.13 J .&4 J .01) 3.03 1.11 1. 78 
J .01-i o.1 1 o.ut J.74 o. 96 llo84 o.oa u.12 o.92 1.B7 
t::.i~-'-~H --~e.!:! __ ff.LC.t!:lll fE.B...J:.E!:I! ~IL!:!.t:i.S. _..LLJ._etj_ !lfWl.,lga_J1!1~ 
CM TOTAl p CACC3 TSS 1: 5 
" 
Ktl H20 CEC 
~. 1-. l?5.S6 o. 41 O. OS q2.1b 5.73 b.b2 11.c.1 
2 • .! ~ l1l·""' o. 2<l u.oz 87. 6e s. 33 6o B2l 11.17 
I. 81 1 ?!>.56 Jo 5t:. 0o01 111.24 s.2a 1.02 13.90 
1.7 ... 1lU. '>6 o. 93 o. J4 11 7. 91 b.18 7.37 28.21 
1.01 lU~ .'>6 J.9? J .11"- l ,8. 50 bo 88 Ao12 2b.6'5 
11 ... S6 o.n lo10 239.40 6.9B 8.22 25.93 
11.:1>1 107.56 1.10 0.13 22 a. 24 7.18 8.47 26.51 
"'· 41 1l'>o':l6 J. 77 .J.\)'3 1'54.&!> 6. 73 8.27 24.1Q2 
·J. 3 :> to .... r;& v. ~I) Ooll 114.71 b.11 e .tz 28 .os 1)." ... l 'i4 .?tl c.oa 0.08' 257. "-7 7.03 8.42 lh8B 
J.-H '1 .).St-. 7~40 Jo04 212 .'54 7.0B B. 52 3l.B2 
0. ~ 7 l7Uo 5~ 4. 2.S u. <,)6 Z20.l2 b .93 a.o2 36.81 
J.7>< "o" .56 1.14 0.07 138.56 6. 8'3 8.17 14.73 
I "''T ~"i'C.;:T IV"' f.\l•:ULAT lr:~~<;: 
' ' ' 
• SA'I!)Lf 'JU'Hfl-
"" 
~lj 0 .. v~,:, L"'C!C.LA'( •se S>P 
'" 
S•JLJ BL E/ EXTRAC TASL E •• Sf SI\Tlllt.I\TION 
CA MG NA&C SIJ~ CAT 
7()-":1(-., 7-4- 1 40 .!41 o'o;l •:.1.77 2. 34 55.59 u. tl5 o. 09 6.67 74.04 15.54 
7J-U~-<:,7--.- , t-'>3 ...... .,q. 7.2 0.'>7 QC, .24 5 o64 J oJO 3 .~7 61.B7 64.65 
7J-(K-"7-4-
' " 




172 .~7 1& .71 14ooJ9 92.92 4.61 o.oo 1.15 69.12 IJ8.6l 
7.)-(1<-"7-4- , bb tal o43 7J.qP, l ~.59 94.18 <;.fiB 0 .)0 1.:18 79.18 98.12 
7•J-CIC-'::>7-4- o 40 1':>9.t--. 7J.b5 lfl.J3 94.<:0 7.B o.oo 1 .. 49 93.26 <J9.63 71)- ,..__ e; .,_ ,._ 7 • 7?.'-'J t:.U.i2 17.1 .. 9lt .rq 8 .26 IJoOO 1. 32 98.54 97.28 
1J-~-"'7-:.- l '4 1'~o. 14 'io<..7(J 19.97 9':>.1 7 8.aq J.:>o o.'il9 89.94 98.18 
70-CK-'l r- .. -:.. 9 
" 
118.23 S4ot-J l4.'J2 8&.41 3. 82 o. 32 o. 72 101.10 97.76 
70-ut~..-S7-:o-tu •.! 4bb.(>Q <>3. 7! 11 ... 4 93.7 J 7.4!:1 o.vu 1.>J\l 145.87 100.00 
7,J-CK-~7-<t-11 59 ~.~~.!9 61.75 •l. ':lb 92.17 5. 50 o.llo 1.85 152.93 100.00 
7\l-l:K.-~7-:.-12 
" 
ov~ ... o 44.7 ~ 7.73 9\). 3b 4.66 o.oo 2.58 135.31 lOOollO 
7V-C'k.-';7-4-1' n 286. ~3 4B.4b 5.77 82.58 '3 o3J :) .30 1.19 115.06 100.00 
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Table 7. Field and laboratory findings-Pedon 5. 
p,.r 1-ll c C'E$ L~ Jo)T J<~f~: 
q"'Flf 'JUr'~':;l.: LA·~ ·.o:. 









" N-c ... -<;7-5-1 '!. 
"HYST C 1L ~"4!;LYSI$: 
'il\ ~!"LIE. ~U"' •"" l \ -t '-.1. 
7U-"K•'::7•'i- 1 ~4 
7J-c .. -•H-"'- z 4~ 
70-C"'--~7-':1- ~ bri 
7J-"'te-"'7-')- 4 7 
7 J-L~<.-"'7-3- o; .,! 
7U-,1K-"i7- S- b 2? 
7 ... -lK-57-'.i- 7 47 
70-CK-r;r-o; .. 8 b9 
70-tlK-!l7-o;- 9 )Q 
7'J•C~~o-~ 7-'>-10 19 





70-•11'\.-0:7-i- l ,. 




7v-m .. -~7-'.i- 4 
' 7o)-(l(,-'i7-5- ' 
" 71)-·'11.-0::.7-<;- ' 22 7,J-(..K-'i7-~- 7 •7 
7J-CI<-H-.,-
' '·' 71l-JK-'l7-5- • .. 7a-DK-57-,-1o to 
70-CK-57-~-11 • 
SA,.PLE 




7~'tK-~7~i- 2 •1 
1 .1-r~~o -~ 1-.;-
' 
.. 
7J-r~<-sr-o;- ~ 1 1v- ~-·n-o;- >! 




1 J-rK-')7-~- • 
,. 
70- 111.-~7-'i-10 to 
7U-~! • 
s ~~ ... !.to IJ~ )=~ 
"" 
.. ~ .. 
7J-l.l' -:>7-o;- 1 ,,. 
-, J-CI<-'· 7-.,- l 41 
711-.'K-~7-~- 3 
7J-..:11.-'i1-.,- . 7 
7J-CIC-'>7-i- , 
" 7J-,l~<.-"11- ,_ • '2 7J-ll\-: 7-'5- 7 +7 
7U-C11,-:~7-)- . ;G 
7J-_I(-"'7-i- c: ... 
7J-CK-<;7-.~-t J 14 
7U-•t~t.- .. 7-'i-1' 
I ... T<:" 'P • .;yt 'I~ LU:lJLATir:~5: 
S<\'1•,L"' l•J>4•j ::~ l,,J ,., 
7J- .,. .... 7-!'- I 




7.1- '11.- .. 7-:~- 4 7 
7,J-LII.--:o"'-~- ,, 




7,J-rK-'l7-:~- , n• 7J-L,. .. o;7-')- ~ 
" 7..t-..:-.-~7-<;-1u ,, 7J-{~~o-o:-7-i-l! 
t~ H. I Z. ~ C:OITrt TtHCK'tESS 
AP .,_ 2JC"' 20Cf'l 




"1 <o- oOCM lJCM 
B111' cu- <HC/14 31C"~ 
BZ2Tt..A <:!}•! 16CM ?5C'4 
J3 ll6-!42CM 26C• 





C• 220·:!;~6C"4 l&C"' 
CJL'J~C"' I 
liJ.JYR 312 




5 .. 1lYR 4/3 
5.0YR 5/3 
5o0YP 
"' 5.0YR 412 






















MVF I ,OVH 
JIIVFitDEH 
------------------------..u&..!;.El!L.. ___________________________ _ 
G~A VCS CS loiS FS VFS SAND :;st JlltSt FSI SILT CLAY CLASS 
u.ua ..t.?~ u.u3 >lo1Z 4.79 l2olt4 17.76 J4.75 22.56 'i.51t 62.84 19.40 SIL 
1.0:1 l)o4l 0.09 lloZ8 6.93 l2.6Z 20.34 _.3.01 lO.If• lo!IID 54.77 24.89 Sll 
>l.>ll) U.4j J.>l4 0.19 4.08 9.57 14.31 29_.21 2lo40 3.93 56.54 Z9.15 SICL 
tJ.au tJ.O>l J.l6 \Joltl 5.52 l0oft7 17o07 l8o34- 10.51 3o59 !52oolt4- 31.45 SICL 
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on a ~lightly convex relief and is moderately well drained. Groundwater 
level did not occur within 236 em of the surface at the time of ~ampling. 
The A horiwn is 50 em thick with moderate fine and medium granular 
'tructure which continues to the Bl horizon. The Bl2t horizon displays a 
moderate medium prismatic parting to moderate fine granular blocky 
>tructure. Common distinct yellowish-red mottles and continuous or 
patchy clay films are present within the B horizon. 
The laboratory analyses of the ~oil samples indicate an increase of 
about 20';~ in day content from A I to the A3 horizon. The B22tca 
horizon contaim the largest amount of day within this pedon. The par-
tide ,ize distribution of the upper 100 em denotes the soil to be fine-
silty in textural classification. The first 60 em of the surface of the pro-
file contains more than I percent organic matter (Figure 3). The soil 
reaction varies from neutral to strongly basic through the depth of the 
profile. Exchangeable bases are in the order of Ca + +, J\Ig+ +, Na + +, 
and K + and saturate more than 56 percent of the total exchange capacity. 
Exchangeable sodium percentage is insignificant and soluble salts are ab-
'cnt in this pedon (Figure 2). 
Pedon 6 (Table 8) is a dark-colored soil which gets redder with 
depth. The soil is formed on a slightly convex relief. The soil is poorly 
drained and groundwater level was found at 233 em below the surface. 
The A horiLon is 35 em thick with a weak fine platy to moderate medium 
granular structure. The Bl horizon displays a moderate medium pris-
matic parting to strong medium granular structure. Fine distinct yellow-
ish mottles, and patchy and continuous clay films are noticeable within 
the B horizons. A few soft masse, of calcium carbonate which cause slight 
to strong efferveKence are present in the lower level of the profile. 
The laboratory analyses of the pedogenic horizons indicate the clay 
content increa~es about 20 percent from the AI to the Bl horizon. The 
mechanical analy,is of the control section places this pedon into the fine-
silty textural class. Organic matter is more than I percent in the upper 
100 em of the profile (Figure 3). The soil reaction varies from neutral to 
basic and strongly basic through the profile. The conductivity of I :5 soil 
water extract indicates no significant amount of soluble salts. Exchange-
able bases saturate 52 percent of B22t and more than 69 percent of the 
exchange capacity of the other horizons. Bases are present in the de-
,cending order of Ca + +, 1\1 g + +, N a + +, and K +. Exchangeable sodium 
saturates a negligible percent of the total cation exchange capacity of this 
pedon. 
Pedon 7 (Table 9) displays a profile which is very dark grayish-brown 
in Ap and is dark brown in the AI horizon. The horizons are redder 
toward the deeper layers of the profile. The soil is slow and somewhat 
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Table 8. Field and laboratory findings-Pedon 6. 
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Table 9. Field and laboratory findings-Pedon 7. 
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poorly drained and occurs on a slightly convex area. Groundwater was 
not noted on the day of digging the pit, but water had seeped in seven 
days later and accumulated at the depth of 236 em which is 56 em below 
the lower boundary of the solum. The A horizon is only 20 em thick 
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with a medium and coarse platy structure. The B2 subhorizons are pris-
matic in structure. The prisms are capped with material which is lighter 
in color than the prisms. Peds are coated with black stains. Patchy and 
continuous clay films and a few soft masses of calcium carbonate are 
observable in subsurface horizons. 
The quantitative analysis of this pedon indicates that clay increases 
from 13 to 38 percent from the A to B horizon. The physical analysis of 
the control section denotes that this soil belongs to the fine textural 
classes in family grouping. Organic matter decreases with depth, and the 
upper 7I em indicates more than one percent organic matter (Figure 4). 
The soil reaction is neutral in Ap, basic in AI, and strongly basic through-
out the rest of the profile. The chemical analysis of the soil water extract 
shows that: although soluble salt content is not significantly high, the 
major salts are sodium bicarbonates. The exchangeable Ca++, Mg++, 
N a+, and K + occupy more than 80 percent of the total cation exchange 
capacity of this profile. Exchangeable sodium content is very high in sub-
surface horizons and saturates up to 45 percent of the exchange complex 
(Figure 2). 
Clay mineralogy 
The X-ray diffraction patterns for the selected A, B, and C horizons 
of the selected pedons I, 4, and 7 are given in this section separately. The 
cation exchange capacity and K20 content of fine and coarse clays are 
also presented in this section (Table 10). The CEC/ clay ratio can be 
found in the tables presenting the morphology and laboratory findings 
(Tables 3 through 9). 
Pedon I. The x-ray diffraction patterns (Figure 4) showed the coarse 
and the fine clay maxima of AI to be 15.76A which did not expand as 
the specimen was solvated with glycerol. This reflects the presence of 
micaceous clays. A diffraction spacing of 10.15A 0 was found for the B23t 
indicating the presence of illite. The fine clay particles of B23t showed 
the maximum of 7.24A o which is obtained from metaholloysite. The B3 
horizon is very similar to the B23t horizon and contains illite and meta-
holloysite. In the C horizon the coarse and fine clay maxima are at ap-
proximately 14A 0 , with glycerol coarse clay expands to 17 .65A 0 but fine 
clays remain the same. This indicates the presence of some montmorillon-
ite in the coarse subfractions and of vermiculite in the fine subfractions 
of the C horizons. 
Pedon 4. The x-ray diffraction patterns indkate (Figure 5) a dif-
fraction spacing of approximately 18.39A 0 for the rug-saturated specimens 
of Ap. The fine and coarse specimens did not expand when solvated 
with glycerol. This reflects considerable low angle scatter due to inter-


































Figure 4. X-ray diffractograms for Pedon 1: (1) Mg-saturated, (2) glycerol solvated, (3) K-saturated and (4) heated 
to 500° C. 
Table 10. Laboratory Analysis of the Clay Subfactions 
Coarse Clay 2.0-0.2 !L Fine Clay < 0.2 !L 
Horizon Lab. No. Percent % K,O CEC Percent % K,O CEC FC/CC 
PEDON 1 
A1 30 58.16 2.71 44.75 41.84 1.04 78.98 0.72 
823t 16 42.58 2.54 40.16 57.42 1.20 75.25 1.35 
83 34 51.73 2.20 56.63 48.27 0.99 75.71 0.93 
c 6 75.40 2.16 46.88 24.59 1.28 59.55 0.33 
PEDON 4 
Ap 40 54.28 2.02 58.56 45.72 1.15 62.82 0.84 
822t 66 38.36 2.08 40.43 61.64 1.05 64.48 1.61 
831 15 67.08 2.32 58.60 32.92 1.01 58.58 0.49 
C2 45 71.01 3.04 34.93 28.91 2.41 49.28 0.41 
PEDON 7 
Ap 12 61.23 2.27 64.55 38.37 0.81 70.36 0.62 
821t 18 48.39 1.81 49.48 51.61 0.59 64.38 1.06 
823t 71 52.82 1.76 59.95 47.18 1.08 56.43 0.89 
C3 50 82.07 2.23 55.09 17.92 1.88 72.22 0.21 
layered montmorillonite in coarse and fine subfractions. The x-ray dif-
fraction patterns of B22t are similar to Ap. The coarse clay of B31 has 
a good' 14.01A 0 and 7.24A 0 maximum which collapses when heated to 
500°C. This indicates the presence of vermiculite and kaolinite. The 
good I 0.04A o maximum is sharpened when saturated with K + and re-
mained sharp when heated to 500°C. This reflects the contracted mica. 
The clear 7 .31A o maximum demonstrates the presence of kaolinite. 
~ The clay mineralogy data indicates a mixture of micaceous and 
montmorillonitic minerals in all of the selected horizons. Of particular 
significance in this determination is the x-ray diffraction patterns, the 
cation exchange capacity of less than 80 mgq/ 100 and the K20 content 
of less than four percent of either fine or coarse clay particles. 
Discussion 
Soil characterization is the measurement of soil properties for the 
better understanding of soil genesis and taxonomy. The quantitative 
values which the experimenter uses to judge a character under investiga-
tion may not be a single measurement. It may be a derived number of 
some function of several measurements under time to time laboratory 
conditions. The slipped block design removes day to day errors of mea-
surements when treatments effects are adjusted for block effects. Cal-
culations for this design are time consuming; however, computers were 
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Figure 5. X-ray diffractograms for Pedon 4: (1) Mg-saturated, (2) glycerol solvated, (3) K-saturated and (4) heat-
ed to 500° C. 
applied to enhance the comput::J.tion processes. In clustering the horizons, 
the treatment effects were used, and no manipulations were necessary. 
1 he morphology and laboratory data indicate the presence of mollie 
epipedons and argillic horizons (Figure 3 and Tables 3-9). Organic mat-
ter, value, and chroma, base saturation and the total thickness of the sur-
face horizons are in the range of those for mollie epipedons. Clay dis-
tribution curves, fine/ coarse clay ratios of greater than one, and the 
presence of clay skins around the peds prove the existence of argillic 
horizons, some diagnostic, subsurface horizons were recognized as natric 
horizons. 
For the purposes of numerical taxonomy, all the laboratory and in-
terpretative data are considered in clustering the pedogenic horizons. 
The following criteria are suggested by the author for distinguishing the 
salt affected soils from non-salt affected soils. These criteria are some-
what similar to those used for Australian soils as explained by North-
cothe and Skene (1972). 
Salinity. The conductivity values of the 1:5 soil water extract at 
25°C have been chosen in order to represent the salinity classes. These 
limits are based on the soluble salt content which have a bearing on the 
performance of many, although not all, agricultural crops. 
Class 1. Non-Saline : ECX106 ~ 800 
Class 2. Saline : 800 <ECX106 <1600 
Class 3. Strongly Saline : 1600 ~ECX106 
Alkalinity. The values of pH of a 1: 1 soil water paste express the 
alkalinity of a soil. The pH values of 8.0 to 9.0 reflect significant amounts 
of exchangeable sodium held in the exchange complex. Soils with pH 9.0 
are invariably strongly alkaline and' soluble carbonates are present in the 
water extract. 
Class 1. Non-alkaline : pH ~8.0 
Class 2. Alkaline : 8.0 <pH <9.0 
Class 3. Strongly Alkaline : 9.0 ~pH 
Sodicity. The percent of exchangeable sodium reflects the processes 
of soil formation as well as having agricultural importance. Values of less 
than 6 indicated no change in the morphology of the profiles. Those sub-
surface horizons with ESP of 6 or more reflect particular morphological 
features like dispersion of soil colloids and formation of prismatic struc-
ture parting to blocky structure. When ESP exceeds 15, soils exhibit ad-
verse properties due to dominance of exchangeable sodium. Soil colloids 
disperse almost completely, prismatic and columnar structures are capped 
with silty material due to removal of clay particles. The changes in phys-
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ical properties decreases the soil productivity and produces the sodic 




Non-Sodic : ESP ~ 6 
Sodic : 6 < ESP < 15 
Strongly Sorlie : ~ESP 
One meter is the profile depth adopted for consideration and maxi-
mum values for ECX106, pH, and ESP within the profile, irrespective of 
the position of the horizon is taken to be diagnostic. Using the three cri-
teria: Salinity, alkalinity, and sodicity, a salt-affected soil is classified ac-
cording to the most highly salt-affected category, it fits into within the 
criteria. All of the pedons under investigation belong to the non-saline 
class. Within this class pedons I, 2, 4, and 7 fit into the alkaline-strongly 
sodic class which indicates a pH of 8.0 to 9.0 and an ESP of 15 or more for 
the upper one meter of the profile. (See Figure 4). 


























fine, mixed, thermic 
fine, mixed, thermic 
fine, silty, mixed, thermic 
fine, mixed, thermic 
fine, silty, mixed, thermic 
fine, silty, mixed, thermic 
fine, mixed, thermic 
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